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A Midsummer
Night’s Dream
Feature: Marion Eele. Photography: Courtesy of My event design

MY Event Design
presents a wonderfully
whimsical baby shower
set in a fairy-tale garden.
THEME

Proud parents Maysam Bisharat Diab and
Nawaf Diab welcomed their new baby girl,
Yasmine in style with a beautiful summer’s
evening baby shower.

Pink potted azaleas decorated the dining table

The colour scheme of peachy coral and
gold set against white and black kept the
event feminine, in honour of the new baby
girl, but without an overdose of sugary pink
shades. Garlands of foliage, cut flowers and

pot plants were used liberally throughout to
give the evening a dreamy, magical feel as
if stepping into a fairy grotto. Candles and
chandeliers hung from the trees, creating
intriguing shadows as the daylight faded.
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The black table and Kartell Ghost chairs contrasted intriguingly with the coral colour scheme

DECORATION

G

Guests entered the wonderland through
an ornate archway entwined with vibrant
bougainvillea to the gentle music of a harp.

of foliage, cut
❝flowersarlands
and pot plants were

used to give the evening a dreamy,
magical feel

❞

Perhaps the most striking design element
of the event was the huge, elliptical glass
buffet table that encircled the swimming
pool. Its pillar legs were entwined with
greenery, while ornate glass candelabras
and simple vases of pink and white roses
were placed among the delectable food.
Guests could relax in the tree-canopied
lounge area on fun Blofield Big Blo sofas.
These inflatable pieces surrounded a low
table featuring naturalistic decorations
in the form of a living grass runner, white
Phalaenopsis orchids, fragrant peonies and
pots of jasmine. A line of small candles in
glass holders twinkled in the twilight, their
lights reflecting pleasingly off the table’s
high-shine black surface. A short distance
away an elegant gazebo with romantic,
trailing garlands of bougainvillea provided
an alternative, intimate seating area.
One of the dining tables also featured a
glossy black surface, the perfect accent

An amazing, elliptical buffet table encircled the swimming pool

to the Kartell Victoria Ghost chairs by
designer Phillippe Starck. Pink, potted
azaleas – the floral symbol of womanhood
– lined the tabletop, referencing the colour
scheme in a subtle way and infusing the air
with their heavenly scent.
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Blofield sofas, white orchids and peonies and a real grass runner made up the lounge area

An elegant macaroon-adorned cake
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An adorable cake complete with baby clothes

This carousel cake fitted with the circus theme
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Tiny baby shoes topped this cake

A beautiful cake bearing Yasmine’s initials

Mughli is traditionally eaten at baby showers

All the food came from the Cakery

An incredibly detailed cookie

The charming gift cart

G

MENU

ifts were
❝displayed
on a

quaint white cart
that was bedecked
with ivy and white
bunting

❞

The buffet table displayed a beautiful selection of sweet and savoury food from the Cakery,
with one entire side given over to a dazzling array of desserts, including six unique cakes
frosted in tones that elegantly complemented the overall colour scheme. There was a
playful fairground theme here, with cupcakes laid out on Ferris wheels and merry-gorounds alongside a cake decorated with miniature carousel horses. Also on offer were
cronuts, meringues, mughli (a rice pudding that is traditionally served after the birth of a
child) and countless other treats.
Gifts for guests were displayed on a quaint, white-painted street-vendor’s cart that was
bedecked with ivy and white bunting. Sukeriya (ornate sugar caddies of Lebanese origin)
were packaged in delicate cream boxes with white ribbon and flower-shaped tags that
welcomed the new baby.
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